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FIELD FACILITIES IN GEOLOGY
Interest in geology has shown a remarkable increase aver the past
thirty years - there is a steadily increasing number of under-graduates,
an increasing number af candidates for '0' and 'A' level, a general
expansion of extra-mural courses and growth in the membership of
geological societies, both national and local. At the same time there
has been a growing recognition of the value of instruction and
experience in the field of those interested in the science. These two
factors have combined to produce a spectacular increase in the amount
of fieldwork.
Unfortunately the demands posed by this increasing amount of field
work have not been matched by a corresponding increase in the localities
used for education. Rathe~ the number af localities has remained
static and the new levels of demand have come to cause serious overuse
of many classic sites. In addition misuse, as when a 'party of
elementary school children is taken to collect from localities of
research importance, has become widespread. Even more unfortunately
the spectacular growth in the numbers of visitors has, in places,
hostiliated owners and, despite the wide circulation of the Geological
Code of Conduct, complaints are being .received by the Conservancy with
increasing frequency an the .behaviour of some visiting parties. That
the rising level of use of SSSI's had come to pose a serious threat to
geological conservation in Britain was recognised by the Nature
Conservancy Council at its meeting of the 18th December 1974 when it
approved a proposal that the Geology and Physiography Section should
take direct action in attempts to remedy the situation.
As a first measure, the Section organised a Conference, under the
Chairmanship of Dr. D. A. Bassett, on the 8th May 1975, to define the
problems caused by the shortage of educational facilities in the field
and to suggest means whereby these could be overcame. A series of
speakers presented the views of universities, museums, geological
societies, the Association of Teachers of Geology, county naturalists
trusts anp local authorities. Following the Conference, an ad hoc
committee waG set up to continue the work. In the summer of 1975 the
Section undertook a number of projects to assess the problems and to
evaluate the various solutions which had been suggested.
Questionnaires were sent to nearly 1,400 schools and equivalent
organisations known to be directly in¥olved in carrying out geological
fieldwork asking for lists of sites visited. The response was remark
ably disappointing; whereas previous circulars to schools have
yielded responses considerably better than 50%, by January 1976 replies
had been received from only 13% of the organisations contacted.
Investigations into the surprisingly low reply rate proved a reluctance
to share information. Once a teacher has devised a satisfactory
excursion programme, there seems to be a very natural lack of desire to
share the sites involved with others, lest overuse result.
The replies which were made available are very disturbing in that
the majority of the sites used by schoal children were found ta be
either SSSI's or localities considered for SSSI status by the Conservancy.
In some counties, e.g. Dorset, practically all the localities quoted
fall into these categories. Nationally, it appears that the bulk of field
instruction in Britain (peihaps a million student days per year) is
falling on the thousand most popular sites.
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The Section investigated other means of obtaining information on
sites of potential education value. Six hundred.and fifty two copies
of a second questionaire were sent to museums, county naturalists
trusts, county councils and field studies centres enquiring whether
geological site records were kept. Response to this approach was much
more satisfactory, almost reaching 70%. Of the organisations who
replied, only 51 held records of more than LO geological localities
while 60 had records of a lesser number of sites. These organisations
were later asked for information of sites held and the replies so far
include 1,450 sites, of which the vast majority are_not SSSI's.
Later the Section joined with the Geological Curators Group at a
meeting held in Sheffield in September 1975 when it was ~agreed that a
national geological recording scheme -based 6n museums should be set up.
Details of the ~cheme ~an be obtained from Mr. M. Jones of Leicester
Museum, Museum & Art Gallery, New Walk, Leicester, LE11 6TD. At the
same meeting a record card compatible for computer or manual ~se was
designed and should shortly be available in trial quantities.
The Section also organised two projects in the summer af 1975 to
assess the practicability and cost of finding geological exposures of
possible educational value ~binitio. An investigation of IGS 6" maps
in Surrey, supplemented by o-search of the .literature, revealed that
there were 3,500 localities in the county which at one time or another
had geological interest. However, as a substantial proportion of
these were obtained from dated sources, it seems likely that the
majority no longer exist in a usable condition due to development
pressures or natural degradation. Nevertheless a field assessment
which was carried out for a small part of the county_ between Farnham
and Dorking, floored by Cretaceous strata, found that almost 30% of
the localities identified by the desk study still existed. The survival
rate, however must be much lower in areas of softer rocks (e.g.
Tertiary beds) and claser to London. A further result of this project
~was the discovery that, though the popular Clandon to Albury Traverse
could not be duplicated as a whole, each of the constituent exposures
on the Traverse had a number of alternatives. By using these, substi
tute traverse routes could be compiled, but only on the assumption that
visiting parties used road transport. Similarly, alternatives could be
found to the most popular exposures on the Hog's Back to Hindhead
excurS1on.
In the Berkshire project (pre-1974 borders), use was made of 21"
0.5. maps. From these 701 possible exposures were identified and this
total was raised to 890 from other sources - geological literature,
maps, and the records of Reading Museum. All these were visited in
the field; 159 presented exposures, although 82 would require some
improvement before being in a satisfactory condition for educational
use.
The Berkshire and Surrey experiments have shown that there are a
large number of completely unused exposures in Britain. Their identi
fication on a national scale has been found to be costly, and a search
is being continued for a median approach avoiding the extremes of
'finding' familiar sites through questionnaires, and checking perhaps a
hundred thousand potential localities discovered through the use of
maps and the scientific literature.
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A current project, manned on a part-time basis by an ex-geology
teacher based at the City Museum, Bristol, h~s recently been set up.
The Museum, through Mr. Mathieson of its Education Department, has been
compiling site records for its environs for some time. The Conservancy
involvement is specifically designed to find educationally satisfactory
alternatives to those s55I's regarded as vulnerable to overuse.
A similar project to cover Dorset is ~lanned for 1976.
The Section's work in parrying the threat posed by the overuse of
localities has only just begun and further developments are being planned
for 1976. Any suggestions would be gratefully received ~hile this
year's programme is still in a highly formative stage.

NEW NATIONAL NATURE RESERVE
OGOF FFYNNON DOUr POWY5

l-.,')'1

An area of 1,021 acres overlying much of the internationally
important cave system of Ogof Ffynnon Ddu was purchased by the Conser
vancy in 1974 and decJ,.ared a National Nature Reserve on 7th October 1975.
The cave system, the eighth largest in the world and the most extensive
in Britain, has been the scene of much speleological, hydrological~nd
biological research and still retains gr~at potential for further work.
The Reserve, the first in Britain to be declared specifically for
speleological reasons, is administered by a Management Committee
representing a wide spectrum of caving and conservation interests; the
committee first met on 31st January 1976.

SYSTEMATIC REVISION OF GEOLOGICAL s55I's

~\W)

To ensure that all nationally important localities are identified
and scheduled as SSSI's, revision of the coverage of geological Sites
of Special Scienrific Interest began in 1964 and is now approximately
three-quarters complete.
Work on the Devonian/Old Red Sandstone system, begun in 1973, has
now been brought to completion.
Advice and information were provided
by 40 experts drawn from universities, colleges, museums and IGS and
over 200 localities were proposed for SSSI status. These proposals have
now all been inspected and those found to be of sufficient standard
have been passed to the Regions for scheduling as SSSI's. Some misuse
of sites through over-collecting, especially in fossil-fish localities,
was noticed in Caithness and on Orkney.
Following the completion of the Devonian revision, work was started
on SSSI coverage in the Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian systems.
Previous phases of revision have been concerned with single systems,
but since the outcrops of the three systems of the Lower Palaeozoic are
closely inter~ingled and occur in four distinct areas, it has been
decided to consider them concurrently rather than consecutively.
Approximately 100 experts were asked to comment on the existing coverage,
wh~ch includes almost 200 SSSI's and supplied a similar number of
proposals to remedy deficiencies. Fieldwork started in the late summer
of 1975 and is now well advanced; it is hoped that the revision will be
completed in 1976.
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At the same time, coverage of the Dalradian system has been revised.
At present there are only 25 SSSI's which include rocks of this system
and it has long been recognised that the cover is inadequate. Over 50
experts were consulted and proposed over 100 ~cw localities. The great
majority of these have been inspected in the field and it is intended
that this phase of the revision will be completed in 1976.

Meanwhile fieldwork has been continuing to identify and assess sites
of importance in south-western England.

The early phases of the revision programme concerned the Tertiary and
Mesozoic systems and it has been decided to investigate how adequately
the coverage obtained some ten years ago meets present-day requirements.
To ~his end, ~everal hundred geological SSSI's in these systems have
been re-visited to check on their interest and to provide information
relating to a wide range of problems including boundary changes, illicit
development, natural deterioration and overuse. At the same time,
consideration is being given to the conservation of alternative and
supplementary sites.

FYFIELD DOrlN NNR, WILTSHIRE

Readers are invited to comment on the condition and coverage of
sites in the Mesozoic and Tertiary. It is intended to revise the coverage
of the Torridonian in 1976 and information concerning localities of
importance within this system would be gratefully received.

IDENTIFICATION OF PHYSIOGRAPHIC SSSI's

~~

The erection of a network of geomorphological Sites of Special
Scientific Interest has continued since the appearance of Information
Circular 9.
Over 100 localities of geomorphological importance in the Southern
Uplands of Scotland and in the adjoining parts of Northumberland were
inspected in the field in late 1974. Many of the localities of
recognised geomorphological importance were found to lie within existing
geological and biological SSSI's and thus to have been scheduled
already, but five new sites were accepted and a number of boundary
modifications made to existing SSSI's to accomodate the newly recognised
geomorphological interest.
In April 1975 several meetings to discuss possible geomorphological
SSSI's in and around East Anglia were held. Over 100 possible localities
were identified in consultation with 50 experts. These were examined in
the field later in 1975 and the final selection of those to be conserved
is shortly to be made, again in consultation with experts.
Sites of geomorphological interest in the Lake District have also
been evaluated. Again, all experts with a known interest in the area
were consulted and over 100 localities proposed for conservation. Of
these, approximately half were found to be already scheduled for
geological or biological reasons, but a number of other localities of
purely geomorphological interest have been identified and will be
scheduled in the near future.
The identification of the most important geomorphological localities
in Wales began in 1972 when a large number of localities were proposed
for conservation through consultations with a wide range of experts.
The sites were visited initally in 1972 and 1973 but before the lists
could be finalised, furt~er fieldwork was required in 1974. This has
now been completed and the most important localities have now been
passed to the Regions for notification as SSSI's.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

~ .. \:,

At Fyfield Down NNR, Wiltshire, the Section has co-operated with the
Department of Geography at the University of Southampton, and South Region
of the NeC, to devise a geomorphological trail and ~ccompanying hand
book. Several parties have used the trail and have provided valuable
experience of use in finalising the draft of the handbook, a task which
is now complete.
Dr. M. J. Clark of the Geography Department, Southampton University
writes:
"There is nothina ~crticularly unusual about nature trails, but on
Fyfield Down (Wiltshire) a joint project between ~he. Southampton Univer
sity Geography DepartmenL ana the Conse!vancy's Geology and Physiography
Section has developed a trail with. a difference - or, to be more precise,
with three differences. In the first place it eims to introduce ~spects
of geomorphology rather than biology or geology, exploiting some of the
typical and less familiar Chalk landforms of the Marlborough Downs.
Secondly, the trail is designed for the informed visitor. Some back
ground knowledge of geomorphology and geology is assumed, and in its
present form the trail is best suited to Sixth Formers and students in
their first year of Higher Epucation. ' Thirdly, and perhaps most
important, this is a lesson in landscape analysis rather than a walk
linked to a descriptive handbook; and the user is urged to participate in
the detective work necessary to turn the evidence derived from landscape
observation into a coherent understanding of the origin of landforms.
Topics for consideration include slope form and angle, valley plan, soil
and superficial deposit characteristics and, in particular, the nature
and distribution of the sarsen stones which were a primary reason for the
establishment of the Reserve. By the end of the trail it is possible to
synthesize observations, handbook and a small display to provide an
overall explanation of the landscape of the area - but this is in itself
only a means to an end: the main aim of the project is not that visitors
should learn the "truth lt , but that they should achieve some awareness of
the path by which this truth may be approached and the ways in which
proximity to the truth may be evaluated".
WREN'S NEST NNR, WEST MIDLANDS

").J) ,"11

1

A completely revised edition of the Wren's Nest Geological Trail
has been published. The route now differs very considerably from those
of the two trails in the earlier booklet since part~ of the earlier
routes have become highly dcngerous through subsidence of aId workings.
Visitors who possess the earlier booklet should not attempt to follow th~
old routes.
S~/...J,

KNOCKAN CLIFF, ASSYNT

~\~4

The Knockan Cliff Geological Trail leaflet has been reprinted.
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PUBLIC INQUIRIES

SALTHILL QUARRY, LANCASHIRE
Discussions have been held with the Ribble Valley District Council
and geological advisors concerning the future development of Salthill
Quarry, Lancashire, subsequent to its closure as an extractive site.
A plan has been put forward to develop this classic locality for
educational use at all levels by establishing a geological trail. The
Council has shown great interest in the site and it may be that in the
future the trail may be extended and included in a Clitheroe "study area"
where further trails and geologically interesting individual localities
are linked to form a composite geological field instructional area.
Although the floor of the quarry will be developed, the faces showing
the Teef knolls will remain. The proposed plans include facilities for
a picnic site and transient camping site in the vicinity.

WOLSTON GRAVEL PIT, WARWICKSHIRE

_DORSET

~S", ~1b

scientificinterest~

:2. Sj

"1J"!>b

Redbourn~Chalk

')...~ l~\

-The Section has been involved in discussions with the Regional
Staff, the Army and other interested bodies over the release of range
land back to the public and the establishment of a footpath along the
Dorset Coast east of Lulworth Cove. ~ventually it is planned to produce
trail leaflets outlining the widespread nature conservation interests of
this section of previously inaccessible coastline.

OIL-RELATED DEVELOPMENTS

i

An application to extend the tipping in the gravel pits at Wolston
was strongly contested by the Section acting with expert advisors and
Regional Staff at a Public Inquiry held in November 1974. The site is
the' type locality of the Wolstonian Stage of the Pleistocene and the
proposed tipping would have filled the pit. At the public inquiry the
appellant withdrew his opposition to the conservation requirements but
has since applied to extend the gravel workings. The Section has again
recommended the imposition of conditions which will fully protect the

REDBOURNBURY, HERTFORDSHIRE
:LULWORTH~

~

·i~)....

As a result of the discovery of large reserves of oil in the North
Sea immediately to the east of Shetland, work has started on a vast oil
terminal in Sullom Voe. In view of the potential implications for
conservation of this and other proposed developments in the archipelago,
a NeC contract to assess the biological conservation requirements was
awarded to NERC. Concurrently the Section investigated sites of
geological and geomorphological importance - a major project which
consumed a large proportion of the Section's resources in 1974 and early
1975. Experts with a known interest in Shetland were consulted and of
the 114 localities they proposed some 36 were considered to warrant SSSI
status, a reflection of the high scientific importance of the area.
The sites included the St. Ninian's tombolo, the fish beds at The Cletts,
complex topography developed in extrusive rocks at Eshaness, the
periglacial features of Ronas Hill and the machair complex at Burrafirth.
The main threat to these features is mineral extraction but, with careful
management and control, it is considered that the proposed developments
in Shetland could have a limited effect on the area of high earth science
interest. The results of the survey were widely circulated for comment
and the final draft has been prepared; it is hoped to publish the report
in the near future.
In addition to the Shetland project, special investigations have been
made on sites liable to threat from oil-related developments on the
Scottish mainland; both threats arising directly from possible development
proposals within the site boundary and indirectly from the working of
constructional material have been considered. Areas investigated include
the shore and the hinterland of the Moray Firth,the Eriboll-Laxford Bridge
district and Skye and the adjacent mainland.

Pit exposes important sections of Upper Chalk
thought to be of cortestudinarium Zone age. ~he qtlorry nasoeen
proposed as a possible site for a toxic waste treatment plant and the
Section together with expert witnesses presented evidence at a recent
Public Inquiry to ensure that the geological interest of this important
site is re~ained. A written assurance that the faces of geological
interest will -not be developed or obscured, -and that occess will continue
to be allowed, has been gained from the prospective developers. In his
recent decision letter, the Secretary of State for the Environment
refused the appeal, but left the way open for a renewed application by
outlining several points which he would wish to see amended by the
developers.
BARTON, HAMPSHIRE

l.\o,?O;31\>

As reported in Information Circular 9, the Geology and Physiography
Section were the sole major objectors at an Inquiry into a proposal to
extend the sea defence works to the east of Barton. The result of the
Inquiry was made known on 2nd May 1975. In his report the-Inspector
concluded, with the agreement of Dr. E. C. Freshney who sat as Technical
Assessor, that, "In view of the great importance of the SSSI to geology
and the absence of valuable building land or property in the threatened
area, planning permission should not be granted to the present proposals
and that coastal protection in this area should be studied in a general
survey by a body specialising in the subject. It is highly desirable
that small lengths of sea defences should not be built until the out
come of such an investigation is known, but if this proves impossible,
only protective measures which do not conflict with the geological
requirements of the SSSI should be undertaken". The Secretary of State
for the Environment accepted his Inspector's recommendation and planning
permission was refused.
The Conservancy wishes to thank all those whose help made this most
satisfactory outcome possible.
WARDEN POINT, KENT

~6,~3b
~

A Public Inquiry concerned with the proposal to extend a caravan
park, within this site was held on July 24th 1975 in Sheerness. The
Section appeared to point out the possible effects on this classic London
Clay site if the development was allowed, and more especially, in case
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there was a later call for coast protection measures. The Secretary
of State accepted his Inspector's recommendation that planning
permission be granted for a reduced area, and noted that the Depart
ment of the Environment were well aware of the undesirable implica
tions for geological science arising from coast defence measures.
4".:>

We would be particularly glad to have details of
site, so that we may show how heavily it is u~ed education usage of the
for teaching purposes.

L

CARSTAIRS KAMES, LANARKSHIRE

kOCMA

~I
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The fluvioglacial sand and gravel deposits at Carstairs (Lanark
shire) are one of Britain's classic geomorphological sites. Unfor
tunately gravel extraction on an extensive scale has taken place for
many years but, despite this, the area still warrants SSSI status far its
geomorphological significance, particularly as the narthern face of
the esker system still remains intact. The Section, together with
Regional Staff and in'liaisan with outside experts, prepared -to contest
a Public Inquiry on the site in late 1974. The appeal was withdrawn
and the ·Conservancy is continuing negotiations with the Planning
Autharity and the mineral extractors.
KIUDRUMMIE KAMES, NAIRN

"3,

""!>~b
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At Kildrummie Kames, Nairn, an extensive esker system which has
remained almost undisturbed is now under threat from grovel extraction.
Applications hove been rejected by the local authority on the Section's
and the Scottish North East Region's recommendation. An inquiry is
anticipated and the Section has been responsible for the commissioning
of a survey by the Deportment of Geography, University of Aberdeen, to
evaluate the fluvioglacial features which are possible sources of sand
and gravel in the area between Inverness and Forres in order to
strengthen the scientific case for the conservation of the notionally
important Kildrummie site.
ACHNASHEEN, ROSS AND CROMARTY

3,3'L l s1b

The classic kame terraces are under threat from a planning applic
ation to extract gravel. The Section has objected to the proposals
in the strongest possible terms and has made initial preparations for the
presentation of scientific evidence by any Public Inquiry which might be
forthcoming. Strong support for the Conservancy has been expressed by
University Departments throughout Britain.
COPT POINT, FOLKESTONE, KENT

REPORTED MISUSE OF SITES
HUTTON ROOF CRAG, CUMBRIA

'X, 3\
I
ConSiderable concern has been expressed by local residents and
landowners about the behaviour of parties visiting this important -and
popular limestone pavement site. It appears that walls hove been
disturbed, private parking areas blocked and some parties have shown
little respect for the requests of the local residents. It ~s hoped
that in future parties will endeavour to cause as little disturbance as
possible.
HIGH SKELGHYLL FARM, CUMBRIA
\ 1\ \ '.Lt>

Complaints have been received from the farmer owning this site
about the behaviour of vi siHng geologi s ts. He ~s willing to -tolerate
visiting parties as long as they keep to the becks and under no
circumstances hammer outcrops surrounded by posture. As the most
important outcrops ore in the stream sections this should cause little
hardship.
FINDON, BANFFSHIRE

CY\N

r~

t

4.\t
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The fossil fish-bed at Findon,Gamrie, has been heavily collected '+4
over the post few years and if this unique fish bed is to be preserved,
it is hoped that only bone fide research workers will collect samples.

--

g 1'1. ,

CALTON HILL, DERBYSHIRE

4'+

Excessive hammering on certain faces has been reported at this
popular mineral collecting site. The County Council are concerned
about the dangers resulting from unstable faces and wish to reduce the
amount of collecting, particularly os port of the site is to be restored
further the
reducing
the area
of accessible faces. Visitors ore asked to
respect
Council's
request.

cs J 7> '3.b

A proposed scheme to construct 0 large marina and international
conference centre on the foreshore and cliffs at Copt Point has been
submitted to Kent County Council. If allowed, this development would
destroy the international stratotype of the Gault Clay, and obscure the
foreshore exposures of Folkestone Beds. The Section, supported by many
expert advisors, has strongly objected to the scheme, which has been
withdrawn while the proposed developers gather further details on several
aspects of the proposals. It is very probable that a revised application
will be made, and in view of the importance of the issues involved, it
seems likely that a public inquiry will ensue. The Section is preparing
the scientific case for submission at an inquiry, and has received
strong support from all over the world. Any further representations
on behalf of the conservation case would be gratefully received.

~4

EATON CHURCH LANE CUnING

'20, '\-:.,

SHROPSHIRE

- - - - - - - - - - -..., - - - - - - -

~'+
S\

The Owners of the adjoining land ore becoming increasingly disturbed
about the damage caused by geologists undermining the roadside banks
and bringing rubble onto the track. Geologists are asked to avoid this
site. Advice on alternative sites can be obtained from the Geological
Working Party of the Shropshire Conservation Trust.
"'----

-

-

LULWORTH FOSSIL FOREST, DORSET

-------

-

,~, ~~ ,~

Owing to the destruction from hammering of much of the Purbeck
fossil forest, notice-boards were erected lost summer giving a brief
description of the interest of the site, stressing the uniqueness of the
feature and app.oling to visitors to refrain from hammering the exposures.
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This approach has proved fairly successful when used elsewhere, partic
ularly in Shropshire but it is perhaps a little early to assess its
impact here.

-,

SEALE CHALK PIT, HOG'S BACK, SURREY

'l. '5 I 4-:' \l\-'-\;

Complaints have been received from botanists about the damage done
to plants by geologists visiting the above pit. The pit is a Surre
Naturalist Trust reserve and permission for access should be obtained
from their conservation officer, Dr. A. Lindley, Flat 4, 94 Peper
harrow Road, Godalming, Surrey. Telephone Godalming 7351. Access will
not be allowed during the main flowering season which is mid-May to
mid-June.

~B-Q~?k

FE,LL

.=-- APPLEBY

~l4\t

FELL, NORTH PENNINES

Ornithologists in this area are concerned with disturbance to nest
ingbirds ~aused~y visitng porties ~nd request that the arec of the
western escarpment between Ardale Beck (west of Cross Fell) and Hilton
Beck (east of Appleby) should be avoided between March and June
inclusive.
\t)

CRACOE REEF KNOLLS, CUMBRIA

")-f},...\

Lt ~

Site owners here haye expressed concern at the increased number of
visitors to the area, and, in particular, at the excessive use of hammers.
All visitors are requested to follow the Geological Code of Conduct to
prevent access problems arising in this area.

DOCKS CLAY PIT, WILTSHIRE

1..~\ ~":1

British Waterways have let a contract .towin .c.lay fram this ,.pi t .and
any geologists wishing to visit this site should contact Mr3. ~iles,
the Devizes Section Inspector, telephone .Devi.zes 2859. At present the
face is in very poor condition and visits are unlikely ·to~ worthwhile.
An improvement is expected when working resumes.
_HAREFIELD CHALK PIT, GLC

'1-~,

~IW

~?>
~~c.

A new aquaduct designed to carry water from a pumping station at
Haweswater to the Watchgate Treatment Plant north of Kendal is currently
being constructed. A three kilometre central portion will consist of
a tunnel passing under Shap Summit. This tunnel will be driven largely
in Silurian strata but is expected to encounter porphyry instrusions and
several mineral veins as well as passing through part of the thermal
aureole of the Shap Granite. The rest of the aquaduct will be "cut
and cover l l •
ML P. Redfern (under Dr. R. J. Firman's supervision) is responsible
for logging the geology of the tunnel. By courtesy of the Water Board
and the contractors arrangements can be made for visits to the tunnel by
geologists with research interests in specialised aspects of either the
geology or engineering geology. Applications should be made to Dr. R.J.
Firman, Department of Geology, Universtiy Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD,
Tel 56101. He will be responsible for co-ordinating visits and will
issue progress reports to interested geologists from time to time.

~~

Tipping has now been completed at this site and a .conservation .;Qrea
retained with a boundary fence and gate. Visiting parti-es nr-e .i-nvi-ted
to use this interesting educational site but they are requested -to
refrain from excessive hammering.

CARMEL HEAD, GWYNEDD

L~ \ '-\-3>

Parties visiting this site must obtain prior
owner Mr. Roberts, Mynacholy, Llanfairynghornwy,
Llanfaethlu 237) either by letter or py telephone
Mr. Roberts also stresses his desire that parties
and not stray onto farmland.

permission from the
Gwynedd, (Telephone
in advance of arrival.
should stay together

J.. SI "'10,l+3

PEACEHAVEN AND TELSCOMBE CLIFFS, SUSSEX

ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS
SHAP AQUEDUCT, CUMBRIA

Leaders of student parties visiting the Shap district are partic_
ularly advised to co~sult Dr. Firman if they think that their students
would benefit, but, 1n general, large parties cannot be catered for and
students and staff are asked to stay away from all working sites unless
prior permission has been obtained well in advance.

Coast protection. works on these cliffs are expected to produce new
exposures while in progress. Permission to visit these may be obtained
from Kier Ltd., Tempsford Hall, Sandy, Beds. (Telephone Bedford 55111).

SITE NEWS
FOSS CROSS QUARRY, GLOUCESTERSHIRE

'2..4-

I

'35

This quarry exposes part of the Great Oolite Series and exhibits
well-developed hardground, fossiliferous Dagham Stone and the only
exposure of "Beetroot Stone" left in Britain. The site has been used as
a refuse tip for several years and concern was expressed about the future
of the exposures.
The important parts of the site have been surveyed
in detail and, following discussions with the Cotswold District Council,
it has been agreed not to tip further refuse against the important west
face.
STRATTON ROAD QUARRY, GLOUCESTERSHIRE

\.0) ~4-

'J..

Fine exposures of a hardground are to be found in this quarry 1n
the Great Oolite Series. Abundant oysters encrust the surface of the
hardground and both Lithophago and annelid borings reach a high density.
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The site has been proposed for possible housing development but discuss
ions with the developers have ensured that a large part of the hard ground
will be retained for future study.
WEST RUNTON, NORFOLK
Sea defences are at presen~ being erected between West Runton Gap
and Sheringham, in an attempt to reduce marine erosion of the cliffs in
Pleistocene sediments (including the Cromer Forest Bed Series) and
contorted Boulder Cloy. Previous sea defences around the north Norfolk
coast have tended to be over effective, and have led to the obliteration
of cliff exposures by the growth of vegetation. Accordingly, in an
attempt to preserve the internationally important sections in the Cromer
Forest Beds, the Section has negotiated an arrangement with the local
authority whereby only 4 facing ~lanks (instead of 10) have been put in
the permeable revetment in front of the two areas of gr:eat~st geological
importance. The hope ~s that the reduced plonking will still allow
.limited scour behind the revetment, and thus prevent the build up of
talus which would obscure the sections at the bottom of the cliff.
A monitoring system to assess the effectiveness of these modified defences
relative to standard revetments is to be established.
TOLCIS QUARRY
Tolcis Quarry exposes a fine section through the Blue Lias beds
which show the undisturbed passage from the Upper Rhaetic to the Lower
Lias. By a previous arrangement tipping was allowed in a restricted
area at the southern end of the quarry thus leaving the main faces freeQ
In 1975 the Axminster DC requested an extension of the tipping area and
after consultation with the Nature Conservancy Council, this application
was approved on condition that a full section 120m wide, from the
White Lias to the Lower Sinemurian, was preserved. Most of the work will
be carried out in 1976, during which time the section will be cleared
and fresh mat~rial will be available.
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